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ABSTRACT 

:rn'·our'iecenfresearCh, we found that visual inter-word relations can be useful for different stages 
of English text recognition such as character segmentation and postpfocessing. Different m.eth
ods had been designed for different stages. In this paper; we propose a 1iiiliied apPJ:oach to use 
visual contextual information for text recognition. Each word imagell~is:~ Jattic:; which is a 
data structure to keep results of segmentation, recognition and visuaJ.iri.ter~word r~lation anal
ysis. A lattice allows ambiguity and uncertainty at different levels. Alattite-bas€ct unification 
algorithm is proposed to analyze information in thf~ lattices of two or mo:re visuallY'related word 
images, and upgrade their contents. Under the approach, different stagesoft~t.reco~ni~ion can 
be accomplished by the same set of operations- inter-word re1.a~i()n a~a;lys~.s~~dlatti~e-based 
unification. The segmentation and recognition result ofa wora'jIn~ge:;'can .. be' ~:ropagate'~ to 
those visually related word images and can contribute to thereco?Iiitionof, th~!p..In.tb]'spaper, 
the formal definition of lattice, the unification operators and their 'uses;are :iliscussedindetail. 

Key Words: OCR, text recognition, visual inter-word constraints,chatactef:segmentation, 
postprocessing, and. unification. " 

1 Introduction 

Character segmentation, recognition and postproc(~~sing are three niajoI;c0rrlP(hien.tso~ anOCR 
system. Traditionally, they are treated as very different tasks and 6rga~~ed "as a cascade (see 
Figure 1.( a». For example, character segmentatk-n is an image processlng:t~isk/wh.ich tries to 
segment each word image into a sequence of character images; character recognition is a pattern 
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classification task, which aims at mapping each character image onto its symbolic identification; 
and postprocessing is a symbolic processing task, which utilizes contextual information, such as 
lexical knowledge, to detect and correct potential character recognition errors. 

image 
processing 

pattern 
classification . . 

word character .------., ChaTf!.· cters I 
i~~lkn1es~1 =_1 : ~: 

. . 
(a) 

Visual Jnter~Word Relation Analysis 
Lattice-Based Unification 

(b) 

symbolic 
processing 

Post
processing 

Figure 1: Models of text recognition. ( a) the traditional approach; (b) the approach pursued in 
this paper. 

For a degraded text, character segmentation and recognition usually are error-prone. Lat
tice has been used to keep alternatives of character segmentation points and character recogni
tion results [1, 2, 4, 3, 12, 13, 14J. In previous studies, each entry in a lattice is usually limited 
toa simple representation at the c!t~~ct~:r J~yel. 

"- ~ --, .. ---.------~~----.- ... --

Our rec~t work demonstrated that visual context can be useful for text recognition[8, 
9, 10, 11). We designed different algorithms to use visual inter-word relatjons for charaCter 
segmentation and postprocessing. In this paper, we extend our previous work a nd propose 
a unified approach for text recognition by exploiting visual inter.::word context. Under the 
approach, different stages of text recognition can be accomplished by the same set of operations
inter-word relation analysis and lattice-based unification. (see Figure l.(b )). 

Given a text image, we assume that word segmentation has been done [5]. ·Each word image 
can. be represented by the coordinates of its bounding box in the text image. For each . word 
image, a lattice can be defined as a data structure which keeps record of the current result for 
the word image. The result can be derived from character segmentation, character recognition, 
or visual context analysis. An entry in a lattice is a sub-image associated with its label which 
reflects recognition result for the piece of image. A label can be a character, a string or a 
pointer to another image. ,At beginning, the lattice for each word image is empty. New entries 
can be created and added to a lattice by using traditional methods of character segmentation 
and recognition, or, as we propose here, through a unification algorithm. The detail of the 
approach, including the unification algorithm, will be described in following sections. 
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2 Definition 

Given a text image, an image I corresponding to a word or a string can be represented by its 
bounding box, (s::z;,sy,€::z;,ey), where (s::z;,Sy) is the coordinate of the left-top pixel and (€x,ey) 
the one of the right-bottom pixel of the image. Here, we assume that the word image has 
been de-slanted if it was originally printed in an italic font. A coordinate value x here can 
approximately represent any coordinate in the range [x - b, x + 8] where 8 is a small integer. 

b1 

b2 

L(ai,bl, a9, b2) 

a1 a2 
1 
1 
1 
I 
T 

a3 a4 as as a7 
II 1 1 
Ii I 1 
II "I I 1 
II I 1 I 

" T T T 

as a9 
I 
I 
I 
I 
T 

• i 

= {(aI, bI, a4, b2, "the", 0.99), (aI,bI, a6, b2,point€r, 0.90), 

(a2, bl, a3, b2, "he'\ 0.90), (a2, bl, as, b2, "her", 0.90), 

(a2, bI, a6, b2, "here", 0.95), (as, bI, a6, b2, "*",0.90), 

(a6, bl, a7, b2, "*",0.95), (a6, bl, a8, b2~point€r, 0.90), 

(a7, bI, a8, b2, "or", 0.88), (a8, bI, a9, b2, "*", 0.90)} 

Figure 2: The lattice for a word image 

For an image I(s::z;,sy,€x,€y), its lattice can be defined a.s a set. 

L( sx, Sy, ex, €y) 

= {( u, Sy, V, €y, label, conf) I Sx ::; U < v :::; ex} (1) 

where (u, Sy, v, €y, label, conf) is the entry for a fragment of the image I( sX, By, ex,€y): (u, Sy, v, €y) 
is its bounding-box; label is its label; and confis the confidence for the label. A label can be 
defined as 

label = * I charact€r I string I pointer 

where "*,, is a special label which indicates no recognition result yet for the segment of the 
image, and pointer is a pointer to the bounding box of another image fragment which is visually 
equivalent to the segment. For the same image segment, there can be several entries with 
different labels. 
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A lattice can store results of segmentation, recognition or visual similarity analysis. For 
example, Figure 2 shows a word image, therefore, and its lattice. There are ten entries in 
the lattice. Those entries with the label * are segmentation results; those ones with string 
labels are recognition results; and those ones with the label pointer are results of visual inter
word relation analysis. A pointer entry links to another word/sub-word image which is visually 
equivalent to the image fragment represented by the entry. 

According to the definition, a lattice for a large image can be decomposed as the·i1nion of 
the lattices corresponding to the fragments of the image, 

L(sx,sy,eX,ey) # 

= {( u, Sy, v, ey, label, coni) I Sx ~ U < v ~ ex} 

= u (2) 

A word lattice, L( Sx, SY' ex, ey), can be viewed as a directed graph, in which, each entry 
(u, Sy, v, ey, label, coni) is an edge from the vertex u to the vertex V; the start vertex is .sx; and 
the end vertex is ex. 

Given a word lattice, L(sx, SY' ex, ey), its interpretation can be defined as a set of complete 
paths from Sx to ex, 

{(sx,-sy,e;,ey,labelJJi _the_path,-c-oni _of .:the~path) T 
labeLof .. the_path E DICTIONARY or con!_ol_the_path is higb } (3) 

Complete paths can be computed by using a dynamic programming algorithnl [6]. If two 
paths (aI, Sy, a2, ey, label!, confl) and (a2, SY' a3, fy, labe12' con!2) have been found, a longer 
path 

( 1 3 1 b 1 1 b 1 
(a2 - al) * conh + (a3 - a2) * conf2. ) 

a ,Sy, a ,ey, a e 1. a e 2, 
a3 -al 

can be defined. Here, "." denotes "concatenation'~. 

Figure 3 (b) shows an example how two complete paths can be derived through the search 
on the lattice in Figure 3 (a). Two word candidates in Figure 3 (c) are generated as word 
recognition result for the word image. 

We also define I( sIx, sly, elx, ely) ~ I( s2x, s2y, e2x, e2y) if the two im.ages can match each 
other very well. Details of visual similarity measurement and inter-word relation calculation 
can be found in our previous papers [8, 9, 10, 11]. 

3 Lattice-Based Unification 

Given two images II = I(slx,sly,elx,eIy) ann 12 = (.s2x,s2y,(~2x,e2y), if Ir ~ [2, the 
lattice L( sIx, sly, elx, ely) for 11 can be upgraded to a new lattice, L( sIx, sly, elx , ely) l±J 
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has (0.95) 
bus (0.73) 

(0) 

Figure 3: Generating word recognition result from a lattice. ( a) the lattice; (b) complete paths; 
and (c) word candidates 

L( s2x, s2y, e2x , e2y), which is the unification of the lattice L( sIx, sly, e1x, ely) and the lattice 
L( s2x, s2y, e2x , e2y). Formally, 

L( sIx, sly, e1x, ely) l:!:J L( s2x, s2y, e2x, e2y) 

= L( sIx, sly, elx, ely) U 

{( u, sly, v, ely, label, can!) I sIx::; u < v ::; elx and 

(s2x + u - slx,s2y,s2x + v - sIx, e2y, Zabel, can!) E L(s2x ,s2y,e2x,e2y)} (4) 

Similarly, L( s2x, s2y, e2x, e2y) can be updated to 

L( s2x, s2y, e2x, e2y) l:!:J L( sIx, sly, elx, ely) 

= L( s2x, s2y, e2x, e2y) U 

{( u, s2y, v, e2y, label, coni) I s2x ::; u < v ::; e2x and 

(sIx + u - s2x, sly, sIx + v - s2x, e.l y,label, conf) E L(slx, sly, elx, ely)} (5) 

Figure 4 shows the effect of the unification operation on two -visually equivalent word 
images. For each individual image, its lattice keeps results of character segmentation and recog
nition. As you can see, there are some segmentation and recogIlition errors for each individual 
image. After unification of those two lattices, the lattIce for each unage is -expanded and the 
correct path - Africa, can be generated from it. 

If the image II = I(slx, sly, elx, ely) matches a part{)fthe image 12= I(.52x, s2y, e2x, e2y), 
I( sIx, sly, elx, ely) ~ I( mIx, s2y, m2x, e2y) where s2x::; mIx < m2x -::; e2x, we can define 

L( sIx, sly, elx, ely) W L( s2x, s2y, e2x, e2y) 

= L( sIx, sly, elx , ely) U 

{( u, sly, v, ely, label, coni) I sIx::; u < v::; ~J.x._i{l-!.ld 

(mIx + u - sIx, s2y, mIx + v - sIx, e2y,labd, con!) E L(s2x, ,s2y, e2x; e2y)} (6) 

Similarly, 

L(s2x,s2y, e2x, e2y) I:!:J L(slx, sly, elx , ely) 
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b 

~~ 
J, 

Figure 4: Th.e unification of two visually equivalent images 

= L(s2z, s2y, e2z , e2y) U 

{( mlz, s2y, m2z, e2y, "*", coni)} U 

{( u, s2y, v, e2y, label, conf) I s2z $; u < v$; e2z and 

(sl" + u - ml", sly, sl" + " - mIx, e ~,label, con f) E L( s 1",sly,d""e1yJ-} _ (7-)-

Examples of the unification operation defined above are illustrated in Figure 5. 

I 
I 

~ 

.~ 

z n 

Figure 5: The unification of two word images 

In general case, if two images, I( slz , sly, el z , ely) and I( s2z , s2y, e2z , e2y) can partially 
match, I(mlx ,sly,m2z ,ely) ~ I(nlz ,s2y,n2z ,e2:q ) where s2z $ mIz < m2

z 
$ e2:c and s2

z
-::; 
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nIx < n2x ::s; e2x , the unification operations between the two lattices can be defined as 

and 

L(slx,sly,elx,ely) I:!J L(s2x, s2y,e2x , e2y) 

= L( sIx, sly, elx , ely) U 

{(u,sly,v,ely,label,conf) I mlx::S; u < v::S; m2x and 

(nIx + u - mIx, s2y, nIx + v - mIx, e2y, label, conf) E L( s2x , s2y, e2x , e2y)} (8) 

L(s2x,s2y, e2x, e2y) l:!:J L(slx,sly,elx,ely) -# 

= L( s2x , s2y, e2x, e2y) U 

{( u, s2y, v, e2y, label, coni) I nIx ::s; u < v ::s; n2x and 

(mIx + u - nIx, sly, mIx + v - nIx, ely, label, con!) E L(slx, sly, elx , ely)} (9) 

Figure 6 gives an example of the unification defined above. 

~----- .... --"---, 

o 

~ ~ ___ I 

~I 
t __________ ... ___ , 

Figure 6: The unification of two word ima.ges 

Given a lattice L(sx, Sy, ex, ey) which is derived, fr9:rrl a sequen~e of unification operations, 
some segmentation points maybe represented implicgiy ___ In the lattice. To represent them 
explicitly, the lattice can be expanded by applying thefollowing:operation, 

0(L(sx, Sy, ex, ey) 

= L( sX, Sy, ex, ey) U 

{(aI, Sy, a2, ey, "*", conh X ~o.'fl,f~!, 
(a2, Sy, a3, ey, "*", con!] xconfz)?

(a3, Sy, a4, ey, "*", con!] X confz) I 
al ::s; a2 < a3 ::s; a4 

and (al,sy,a3,ey,"J!,confD EL 
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and (a2,sy,a4,ey,*,conil) E L) U 

{( aI, Sy, a2, ey , "*", coni! X con!2), 

(a3, Sy, a4, ey , -'*", coni I X con!2) I 
al ~ a2 < a3 ~ a4 

and (al,sy,a4,ey, "*",confd E L 

and (a2,sy,a3,ey, "*",confd E L}

{( u, sx, v, ey, "*", --) I 
(u, sx, v, ey , label,_) E L where label :j:. "*"} (10) 

.p 

where "_" means that anything can fill the field. Figure 7 shows the effect of this operation on 
an example image. 

. . " 

on 

Figure 7: Re,-organize a lattice 

4 Text Recognition through Lattice-based Unification 

Degraded text recognition still is a challenging task. In our previous studies [7, 8, 10, 11], we 
found: 

• For English words, six types of inter-word relations can be defined to describe similarities 
among words, either at the symbolic level or at the image level; 

• Relations at the symbolic level and at the image level are consistent in principle; visually 
equivalent images have to be interpreted! recognized consistently at the symbolic level; 

• There are abundant inter-word relations in a normal English text. Visu.al inter-word 
relations can be calculated from text image by 'usiIlg simple image processing techniques, 
even when the image is highly degraded; 

• Traditional methods of character segmentation, recognition and postprocessing often gen
erate errors which violate consistency at the symbolic and image levels for visually equiv
alent word images; 

• Character segmentation can be conducted by using visual inter-word relation; many OCR 
errors can be recovered by using visual inter-word relations. 

The unification operations we defined above provide us a framework to do character seg
mentation, recognition and postprocessi.Dg uniforntiy,at least in principle. Figure 8 shows an 
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example that how the word image "dates" can he segmented into character level through two 
operations, I:!:I and 0. In Figure 8 .( a), an word linage "at" is used to split the word image; in 
Figure 8 .(h) the word image is further segmented by using another word jma.ge "date". 

da~-s ~~~ 
\.::!::J \.::!::J 

~ daLe 
:P 

~ ~ 

~~ ~ I * I ; 
1-~J 

~ ~ 
~¥~ ~~ * 1*1*1 *f? 

.. (a). (b) 

Figure 8: Character segmentation by unification 

Give an entry (u, Sa;, V, ey, "*", _) in a lattice, an OCR can be applied to test if the image 
fragment can be recognized as a character with high confidence. If so, the character recog~tion 
result will replace the "*,, in the entry. Traditional segmentation algorithJn (·,an al50be use to 
provide segmentation points for a lattice. 

Although the operations in the paper are defined for two word images, it can be easily 
extended asoperations on a image cluster which has more than two visually equivalent images. 

5 Conclusions 

In the paper we proposed a new approach for ,,'isuaJ text recognition. Under the approach, 
visual inter-word relations are utilized uniformly to overcome difficulties of segmenta.tion, recog
nition and postprocessing for individual word im.ages~IJnifi.c.ation operations were defined for 
the purpose and their uses for text recognition-u:o.derthe approach were discussed. Further 
experimental work is being conducted to show the approach is practical. 
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